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About This Game

"Of all the things you choose in life, you don't get to choose what your nightmares are. You don't pick them; they pick you." --
John Irving

The Bellows is an experience designed with a singular focus. Scaring you, scaring your family, and scaring your friends. Plunge
yourself into a world of nightmares and fear, and discover just how frightening virtual reality can be.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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This was my first VR horror experience, and as such I found it very discomforting while playing. I think this game is a good
introduction into VR horror, it shows some of the capability of the medium, without being too much for those unexperienced
with it. It has a few jump scares, an eerie atmosphere, and can instill a feeling of dread, of not wanting to continue down the
path. I'm sure there are scarier VR games out there, and this medium can grow exponentially more terrifying, but this game does
have some strong introductions. This makes the game definitely worth checking out. I originally downloaded the game from
Viveport, and I believe it has the 2016 version, that crashed my computer, this version opened straight into what seems to almost
be a completely different game, I did not have a menu with 3 options like many I have seen online, but the version that opens
works flawlessly in my plathrough of it. If you'd like to see the game, my let's play is posted below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69sdeCUt6Dw. Free horror VR game and it got some good moments in it. Great for letting
friends play and watch them get scared.. Really nice horrible feel to this, look forward to the full game. Have seen some unfair
negative reviews regarding motion, there’s nothing wrong with use of the pad. It’s part of the course when you’re moving in a
VR environment to feel strange/dizzy; it’s not peculiar to this game. The longer I’ve had my Vive the more I’ve become
accustomed to methods of getting around. As for this game, based on the demo, definitely recommend it.. This game is not that
bad, considering it's a demo. It's scary, but only if you want it to be. But then again, that holds for every horror game out there.
The player hands really need some work though. The alignment feels off (I'd rather the hands be aligned with my own hands
rather than the controllers) and the skinning is absolutely terrible with fingers getting bent out of shape like a rubber doll.
All in all, a promising demo, though it needs a lot of work put in to become a full-scale game.. Pros
>>Haunted house like feel. (Things can jump at you but not touch)
>>Loud out of place noices and scares made my ears bleed so my earbuds were easier to remove while I quit.

Cons
>>Existing
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i played while in a call with my friends hoping it would be less scary but it still got me. maybe because im a ♥♥♥♥♥ but it still
scared the♥♥♥♥♥♥outa me the only problem i have is that either im about as sharp as a bowling ball or i some how broke the
game but the lady when she jumps at you in the hall is that spose to kill you? theres a invisable wall after and a window open
leading to a sink. i might be really dumb and the anwser is staring me dead in the face but id like to play some more

. im not easily scared from games or movies or what so ever , this game made me screem alot. Cool little experience. Definitely
wish there was more.. The first "horror" experience I tried on my Vive. From the moment I started in the room where you
choose your locomotion mechanic, I was hooked. I've played it a number of times since, and thoroughly enjoyed the feeling of
the hairs on my neck as it unfolds. I'm running it on a G1-1070 and it looks sweet, although the black elements could do with a
little work as the HMD has a strange grey output in full black which feels like diving through barely visible soup

The only negative is the full locomotion option - it took me time to work out how to avoid simulator sickness, making sure to
face forward whenever moving, and also rocking my head slightly from side to side to trick my vestibular system into thinking I
am walking - its crude but works, and helped me enjoy this game (and other games with full locom) without suffering any
nausea effects.

This is a very effective piece of work, and the complimentary demo shows great potential for the full experience.. Not a bad
little thing. It's about a 20-40 min experience and was a decent spook. Though mostly jump scares. My biggest criticism lays in
it's locomotion. I couldn't seem to use the hand swinging loco most were talking about, but the touch pad movement worked
fine. However I'd like to see the ability to use the joystick for movement as that comes most naturally to a lot of people.

Also I'm not sure if it's intended or not, but part way through when the morgue table blocks your way in front of the elevator and
you have to go around the sound became EXTREMELY loud white noise, to the point where even at 1% volume I had to take
out the headphones, thoroughly dulling the end of the experience. this lasted right through until the end and was quite
disappointing. If anyone knows anything about this before I demo it for some friends, I'd greatly appreciate the pm.. I do not
normally take my headset off to write a review, especially after waiting all day to play... but... I almost quit 1 minute in.
First off, hats off to you for the very last part of the demo, the room with the floating cups. It's not a part of the gameplay, but
it's actually by far the best thing about it. I might play a game where you bat floating objects out of the way.
The bad - well, the locomotion is horrid. What were you thinking? I don't want to swing my arms around to walk down nothing
but a long hallway. Secondly, every event would have fit nicely into ONE PLAY AREA. You made a game to highlight the
crappy walking interface when it's the worst thing about the experience. It's unpleasant. Next - your ambiant looping music with
the guy singing. Ba ba ba... ba BLAAAAAAAAAA every 15 seconds.
Your final jump scare didn't work because I just kept walking, so all of the BANG action happened behind me then the game
ended.
This is a solid proof of concept and you might bring it to alpha with some work, but this is not a product - it's a project. This
isn't sellable.. Free horror VR game and it got some good moments in it. Great for letting friends play and watch them get
scared.
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